My Visit to SparkLab
My Visit to SparkLab

I am going to visit SparkLab.

I will hear many sounds in SparkLab.

A grown-up in a yellow apron will say Hi to me at the door and tell me what I can do.

I can touch many things in SparkLab.

This is a place where I can create inventions.

Sometimes activities in SparkLab change. That is OK, I can try to solve new problems.
Activity Sounds

In SparkLab, I will hear many different sounds.

Most of the inventions make noise.

I might hear beeping, squeaking, or gears turning.

I might also hear people tapping on the tables or walls.
People Sounds

In SparkLab, I will hear people.

I may hear talking.

I may hear laughing.

I may hear crying.

I may hear footsteps.

I may hear clapping.
In SparkLab, I can touch many things.

I can touch the invention materials.

I can touch the chalkboards.

I can touch the Sketch It materials.

I can touch the books.
I can solve a problem.

I can find problems to solve on purple signs.

The bins have materials that I can use.

I will leave the materials behind when I switch tables.

I can work with others on my invention.
Things I Can Invent in SparkLab and Take Home

I will see The Hub make and take station and Sketch It tables in the center of the room.

I can find the problems to solve on the purple signs.

The bins and shelves have materials that I can use.

I can take my invention with me when I leave.
Things I Cannot Touch in SparkLab

There are some things that I cannot touch in SparkLab.

I cannot touch Inventor Tim's tools.

I cannot touch the exit door.
Staying with My Grown-up in SparkLab

My grown-up is older than me.

My grown-up will help me visit SparkLab.

My grown-up knows what to do in a big place with a lot of people.
Asking Grown-ups for Help

When I am in SparkLab, I can ask questions.

I can ask my grown-up for help.

I can ask a SparkLab grown-up for help.

SparkLab grown-ups wear bright yellow aprons.
Reminders for My Visit to SparkLab

I am going to visit SparkLab.

I will hear many sounds in SparkLab.

I can touch many things in SparkLab.

There are some things I cannot touch.

I will visit SparkLab with my grown-up.

I can ask a grown-up for help.

I will be an inventor in SparkLab.